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Mr Moon is my take on the artwork, Moon by Charles Lister. When you compare his
piece from mine you can see some tweaks and changes within the creature. This is
because I wanted to work my style into it so that I would be more comfortable with
sketching it meaning I would do a better piece rather than trying to copy his exact form
making it not really unique and I didn’t want to replicate his artwork. I was really trying
to find that deeper meaning behind this piece because sometimes I won’t have that
exact answer on why I draw the things I draw.

After some pondering, I thought about the evil that exists and the things that want to
try to bring you down and it might be from this world or it could be from your inner
self, I represent this as a sort of inner darkness or a shadow in a sense. It can be hard
trying to explain this shadow or darkness in a physical sense to people or even yourself
but I really felt like Mr Moon is something that describes my own shadow and how my
artworks can tell a darker story than what you just see on the paper. Mr Moon looks like
something from a fairy tale yet I believe that there is a form of Mr Moon that lives in all
of us, we just need to understand what it is and how to not let them take the best of us
in life.

This piece specifically, I felt really stepped up my creative level in the sense that I am
spending more time and effort trying to perfect my vision of what I want my artworks to
look like, not just for me but what it looks like to other people in a deeper sense.


